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CONSIDERATIONS ON PROPELLER EFFICIENCY. *
By A. Betz.
Efficiency has been adopted as a simple and practical cri-
terion of the’excellence of machines for transforming energy.
I% occupies a commanding position in our technical thinking on
account of its simplicity and clearness. Yet some cases, which
at first seem to be particularly well suited for the application
of the efficiency idea, are found on closer examination to pre-
sent
This
when
also
serious obstacles to a suitable definition of efficiency.
occurs wklenthe propeller cannot be considered alone> but ,
the mutual interference between propeller and airplane must
be taken into consideration. These difficulties are so
great when the joint action of propeller and airplane is consid-
ered, that the aerodynamic laboratory at G~ttingen originally
: abandoned the idea of applying the efficiency conception to the
presentation of test results. These difficulties and the meth-
ods by which they can be overcome are outlined below., Moreover,
this report is intended to call fo&h suggestions from other
“sources regarding a
, difficult’c’ases.
The efficiency
suitable definition of efficiency in these
of a machine is defined as the ratio of the
useful energy to the total energy put into the machine. On ac-
Wer Wirkungsgradbegriff beim Propeller,!i in Zeitschrift ffirFlug-
technik und Motorluftschiffahrt, April 28, 1928, pp. 171-177.
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count of the losses of energy in the i;achine the useful energy
... .-
is always smaller than the energy put in and accordingly the
efficiency is always less than unity. In most cases as, for
example, in a winch, the difference between the useful and the
consumed energy is quite obvious. These considerations are also
easily understood in the case of a propeller running alone.
The energytransmitted from the engine through the shaft to the
propeller is
shaft and (JI
consumed per
consumed, M being the
the angular velocity of
second is
It is the task of
speed v, a force P
motion. The energy
,:: !
L1=Mw
the propeller
being thereby
“]””\
LZ=PV
is required for this purpose. Hence
torque of the propeller
the propeller, the energy
to move
exerted
something at a
in the direction of
when a force P (the thrust)
is exerted by the propeller moving at a speed v in the direc-
tion of this force, it develops the energy P v which is obvi-
ously the useful energy,$ since it is the energy required of the
(1)
—
\ One could imagine an arrangement to consist of a propeller
towing a vehicle at the encLof a very long rope. The distance”
I._ -—. - -
.—. ..—.-— —-...—— — —.. ———.- . ..—
:, .,
-.
—
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between the propeller and the vehicle may be assumed to be so
g,r”~”atthat -th”e’pkop’elle~is not affected by the disturbances
~ngendered by the vehicle Wd vice versa that the flow ‘aboutthe
vehicle is not altered by the propeller. The propeller thrust
P. must be equal and opposite to the vehicle resistance or drag
w. The former pertains to the propeller alone, while the latter
is a characteristic of the vekiicle. However, when the propeller
is very near the vehicle, as is always the case in practice, it
is disturbed by the vehicle and the vehicle is dist~rbed by the
propeller. The propeller is generally situated in a zone of
reduced speed, either when occupying a position at the nose of a
.
fuselage, where the flow is slightly compressed, or in the wake
of a ship. Sometimes, however, it may happen to work in a zone
of increased velocity, that is, beside an airship. Since v is
the speed of the vehicle at the point where the propeller is lo-
cated and vt is the velocity of the flow relative to the vehi-
cle or to the propeller, the latter works under the same condi-
tions as if it were moving freely at the velocity vI.* If,
under these conditions, P is the propeller thrust and q the
efficiency (determined in free motion), the propeller, according
to etiuation (l), absorbs the energy
... ” . .. . . . . . . .m=y’ “
*In order to simplify matters, the velocity vt is assumed to be
constant .throughout the entire zone swept by the propeller. In
fact, vt differs from point to point, thus rendering the con-
ditions more confused. The above theoretical considerations, how-
ever, can be satisfactorily based on a constant average speed.
—
—.
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m- Assuming..the useful energy to be the product of the vehicle L-ag
(= p;opc’iler thrust P) “Dy the speed v, the resulting efficiency
This determination of -the”useful energy leads to an apparent in-
crease in the propeller efficiency, l,~hen‘thepropeller works in
a zone of reduced speed and vice versa. That there is somet;ling
wzong a“~outtkis follows from tt~efact tlmt the efficiency q’ ,
thus determined, nay increase iildefinitely ad he-riceven exceed
unity, provided tilearrangeinunt is SUch ~.sto maintain’ the VCIOC -
ity Vt > in the propeller zone, at a s-~fficiently small value
as compared with the undisturbed velocity v l This contradiction
is explained by the fact that in all these cases the propeller
simultaneously ,aJfcctsthe drp.gof
this latter influence is co:mectcd
disturb ~anceexerted bythe vehicle
the vehicle. The origin of
to o.certain degree with the
on ‘the propeller. The dr~.g
of the vehicle increases in general whcr-the propeller works in
a zone of &edu.ceds~e~dLand vice versa. The r;pparentgain re-
sulting from the location of th’epropeller iit the zone of lower
sP~ed on-acco~-t of lo~~erengine Ilowerrequired for the produc-
tion of.a given thrust is.partly c,bsoxbedby the increased vehi-
cle drag, which requires iilcreased thrust.
A very extreme cage may explain these conditions. Figure
represents a vehicle with a propeller arrangement in vhich the
space behind the propeller is completely enclosed. Of cource
— — -.
—.
.
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this arrangement has no practical value. It
—..
afford the clearest possible illustration of
was adopted only to
mutual interference.
Under these conditions the propeller acts like ?.comnre:-s~.~r-
pump. It produces in the enclosed space a positive pressure p,
If F=~ is the propeller disk area, then the force e.cting
on the propeller in the axial direction, that is, the thrust, is
P= pF
according to t’heprevious definition. However, the same force
is exerted on the vehicle in the opposite direction by the pres-
sure P> so that the propeller thrust is exa,ctlycounterbalanced.
The propeller acts like a piston which compresses the enclosed
fluid. The forces thereby engendered
like the internal stresses in a body,
feet. On the other hand, no power is
are entirely reciprocal,
and have no external ef–
theoretically required in
this case for driving the propeller, disregarding losses, since
no fluid flows through it. If the force P, acting between the
propeller and the vehicle, is multiplied by the speed v, and if
this product is regarded as
this apparent useful energy
energy actually developed.
Hericethe force acting
..
the useful energy, the magnitude of
is found to exceed materially the
between the propeller and the vehi-
cle is not a suitable criterion for the rationsl evaluation of a
propeller arrangement. Wc shall therefore look for a better way
to express the useful energy. In order to distinguish the force
1,
nlmllllllmmlllImmlmlmlI 1111 1111 I II
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‘,
acting between the propeller and the vehicle from propeller
.,. , . . ,.. –—
thrusts otherwise defined, we shall call it the ‘fthrust-healing
thrust!! or the ‘Idynamometer-hub thrust,!! since it is transmitted
to the vehicle by the thrust bearing and may be measured by a
dynfiometeir hub (on an airplane). In general, when a vehicle
moves at a speed v, and thereby overcomes a resistance W,
the work done (or the energy conhumed) per second is W v. Un-
der these conditions the mutual interference between vehicle and
propeller becomes negligible. The energy required to move the
vehicle forward without propeller, e.g., to tow it at the eild
of a long rope, may be considered the useful energy. Hence the
resistance or drag of the vehicle, when not affected by the pro-
peller, is taken as “thepropeller thrust. The propeller is then
credited or debited with the drag variations which it actually
engenders. The efficiency thus defined
.Wv
&.
‘fl E=
Qd (2)
is called ‘propulsive efficiency” in shipbuilding parlance. It
affords in general quite an accurate idea of the economical value
of any given propeller arrangement. Thus, for exsznple, the fact,.
that a propeller arrangement is unsatisfactory is expressed by a
-* proportlon~ly r@titi&dPropulsive efficiency.. However, one can
also imagine cases in which the propeller arrangement reduces
the vehicle drag without simultaneously exerting an unfavorable
influence on the propeller, or cases in which the working condi-
1,
[L . :. --- — ——
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~
--.tions,of the propeller are improved by the presence of the vehi-
~
,1!
1)
Il)
~
J
f
j
I
.
cle, without a corresponding increase in the vehicle drag. In
such”cases even this definition of efficiency does not afford a
comprehensive view of the”conditions, and the efficiency may ex-
ceed unity in some cases. Such acase is illustrated by the fol–
lowing example.
In order to obtain a better quantitative view of the condi-
tions, we shall replace the vehicle by a screen which absorbs
part of the energy of the fluid flowing through it and conse-
.
quently reduces the velocity of the fluid. The screen is first
assumed to be at rest with the fluid flowing against it at a
velocity vl. At a certain distance behind the screen, where
the pressures are again equalized, the velocity of the fluid is
assumed to be V2 (Fig.-2). If M is the mass of the fluid
passing through the screen per second,,the resistance of the
screen, according to the law of momentum, is
w = M (Vl -v=).
If the screen is assumed to be moving at a speed vl (contrary
to the direction of flow hitherto considered) in the fluid at
rest, a useful energy W VI must be expended according to our
‘“”last’ definition. We now arrange the propeller so as to include
the whole fluid retazded by the screen. In order to produce a
thrust equal to the screen resistance W, the propeller must,
according to the law of momentum, ,accelerate the fluid again
.m ,,,. . -—. —,, —. ..... . ...
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h
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1
from”th~””veloci~y Va “to ‘the VelOcity V1. Since.,owing to a
,!
I1 well-known consideration* of the,propeller theory, the velocity
~~
11!‘1 at which the fluid passes thiough the propeller isI
the energy
,
L= WV1<WV 1 is required, provided no losses are
I incurred. AS a matter Of fact, the energy ],~~ actually expended
\
by’the engine must always “m slightly greater on account of un-
avoidable losses. ~~~reover, the propeller can seldom include all
the ret~”dcd fluid, as here assumed. It is therefore conceiva-
ble that ‘theengine output MQ may b6 smaller than the useful
energy defiiledabove, an efficiency exceeding unity being thus
obtained. In ~;eneral,the influence of such favorable arrange-
ments is ~.otdecisive. It ~ilerelylessens the injurious effects
!, of the interference between the propeller ald the vehicle.\s Hence,
i
1 for ilostpractical purposes, the propulsive efficiency is a use-‘1 ful criterion.**ii
1“iq’ Further difficulties are encountered on attempting to applyI(./ this efficiency idea to airplanes, the useful energy being definedIJ
1[:as the product of the drag and speed of the undisturbed vehicle.* Compare with llDie.,wich,tigstenGrundlagen “furden Entwurf von[.1”1~i Luftschrauben, llby Betz, in Zeitschrift” ffirFlugtechnik und Motor-luftschiffallrt, 1915, p. 97: .**The two extreme conditions represented theoretically in Figs.1 and 2 m-e known in shiphuildino as the ~ldisplacementwakeff/(
Fig. 1 ! and the “frictioilwake!!7Fig. 2“). An excellent descrip-
i tion of these phenomena and of the resulting conclusions is con-
tained in the article by Fresenius on flDasgrunds~tzliche Wesen
\i der Wechselwirlcung zwischen Schiffskbrper und propeller,!! in\
Ij; Schiffbau, 1921-22, p. 257.
l! II
—. ---,.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . ,.,. ——— —.—
11-’ - -
—-
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IIi _fl: have thus far confined ourselves to considerations regarding,-f .—.._ .....L ,.. .
the vehicle drag on the one hand,”
,..,
th-e”-propellerthrust on the
other? and their mutual interference. However, as regards air-.
planes, am additional important force, the lift, must be taken
into account. The lift is perpendicul~. to the direction of mo-
tiorr.and does not directly affect the energy comparisons. In
general, the lift is also affected by the propeller, and there-
fore the question arises as to whether the propeller efficiency
is affected by the lift variations. One may feel inclined to
neglect the effect of the propeller on the lift entirely, since,
as mentioned above, the lift does not enter into direct consid–
eration in energy calculations, the airplane resistance being the
only factor vJhich affects the requisite energy. HOVJeVer, it is
quite obvious that this point of view does not afford means of
fairly estimating the economic aspects of propeller arrangements.
In fact, of two arrangements identical as to thrust, drag and
requisite power, tbe one increasing and the other decreasing the
airplane lift, the former is certainly to be preferred.
q
Although ~,
energy
the lift does not ditectly affect/calculations, it can be pro-
duced only by the expenditure of energy. Any increase in lift
.,
normally increases the drag (e.g., the induced drag). Hence,
,.”.
energy calculations tie still indirectly affected by the lift.
.,
Nevertheless, conditions would always be comparatively siill-
ple, if there were a definite genera3.relation between
drag. Each increase in lift produced by the propeller
. .
lift and
could then
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be,,converted into a corresponding decrease of drag or increase in,- ,..=.
,,, ,..
thrust , and these converted values could be introduced into the
energy calculations. Unfortunately, there exists no such general
well-defined relation between lift and drag. However, such re-
lations can always be established more or less arbitrarily and
applied to approximately correct estimations of lift variations
caused by the propeller. In this connection a few suggestions
are made below. In order to facilitate their comprehension, a
few test results, which have been recently published by Mr.
Seiferth, are given below@*
These tests refer to the interrelation of a propeller and a
wing without fuselage and tail surfaces. The test results are
shown in Figures 3 and 4, where they are arranged in a form
suitable for our consideration. The diagrams represent the rela-
tion between the following quantities:.. angle of attack a,
lift A, drag (miilusthrust) W. and engine power L and the
corresponding nondimensional coefficients
and V the flying speed. ca and CTJ are currently used symbols,
,,.
whereas the power coefficient c1 introduced above is not gen-
erally used. The propeller forces were usually divided by the
*R. Seiferth, ‘tDie~egenseitige Beeinflt~,ssungzwischen Tragfl&el
und Propeller, “ in Berichte und Abhandlungen der ?iVGL,No. 14,
,,1926, p. 108.
TA~ ‘@@+V@) [@J&#eti:clzYe’“Qf wl~p . y ~ 2,4’4
,,$y ,4
.?’!”(W - F’ko Ae))e, h “ ~ ,,// 0,—— —....
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,;. ,
~:’.~~,opellerdisk area. In the present case, however, the wing area
......,., ,_..,,
,!,.. .!, .,:
‘was resorted to for the pu”rpose of”‘es~ab~is~ing a simple relation
between the power and the drag coefficients. As a matter of
fact , the power coefficient used in this case is just equal to c~]
the reduction of the drag coefficient which would be obtained if
the power were used exclusively for towing the wing, no losses
and accesso~y phenomena resulting from mutual interference beingr}i~~
y’:h,
taken into consideration. The representation in the diagrams isu+
.
arranged in such a inannerthat the polar of the wing without
propeller (always the farthest one to the right)* is plotted
first, and then other polars for predetermined c1 -values (en-
gine power). Lines of constant angle of attack a are also plot-
ted.
Figure 3 shows the results with a propeller located behind
the wing above the trailing edge, and Figure 4, the result for
the corresponding arram.gementof the propeller below the trailing
edge (See the silhouettes in the diagrams). The lines of con_
stant angle of attack indicate ,$hat, in the first case, the
thrust of the running propeller not only reduces the drag, but
“ that, for a constant angle of attack, it also considerably in-
,
creases the lift, whereas in the second case the lift is only
>.,
‘*Dtiringthe t“estswith the.propelley, Zunning, disturbances are .
also caused’by the engine. Consequently ~ in “ord-er‘to show only
the propeller action in the diagrams, the adopted initial curve
is in each case the polar of the wing with engine installed. The
two pola:cswithout propeller are slightly different, since the
Upper surface is not affected by the engine in quite the same way
as the lower surface. Instead, considerations might have been
based on the wing alone, the joint effect of engine and propeller
being considered as the propeller effect.
—\
N.A.C.A.
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and sometime s.even r,educed.
l~eshall now consider the pzoblem of moving a wing of given
V?eight G forward at a speed which will develop just enough lift
to support it. If the dr?.gof the fuselage and other airplane
components is added
to rise or to fall,
to the wing or if
the corresponding
made in the usual manner. We shall di
the airplane is intended
allowances cE& be easily
sregi~rdsuch minor details
in our theo~etica,l considerations, since they do not affect the
substance of these considerations~ We shall first imagine the ‘
wing
ence
P,
alone pulled thxough air unaffected by the disturbing influ-
of the p~opeller. For a fixed wing area F, and air density
the requisite c~Y namely,
is deduced
speed v,
point P
and 6), is
“k’. -f
‘a =
G
P
~ z ~--
> f“”
~Fv2
from the weight G, to be carried and the requisite
whence the requisite angle of attack ~ , for example,
of the polars for Ca = 0.87 and a = 6° (Figs. 5
.
derived from the pol.ars (Figs. 3 and 4). Motion is
Cw being represented by the distance P= Px in Figures 5 and 6.
In the case of Figure 3, CT{= 0.085, and in that of Figure 4,
Cw = 0.077.
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.—.... .,l?e,,shall.now impart forVJardmotion by means of a propeller,
.,,,..-,,
located in one case above the wing, ““according to Fi@res 3 and
5 (arrangefdent I); and in the other case below the wing, accnrd-
ing to Figures 4 and 6 (arrangement II). If the angle of attack
7,
a, reinainsconstant, an unexpected increase in lift is obtained,
at least for the first arrangement (Figs. 3 and 5), in addition
to the thrust required for overcoming the drag. Thus point P2
is reached. The increased lift coefficient (Ca = 0.95 in Fig.
5) produce&a lower flying speed.
undesired change, but the estimate
peller VJouldthen be unwarrantable
gine power for arrangement I would
One might simply neglect this
of such a lift-increasing pro-
poor. Thus the requisite en-
be
Ll==cl$ FV3=0.145$FV3.
For arrangement II, it would be
La=cl~F@=O.lll$ FV3.
Consequently the efficiency,
cw
n = .—c1 ‘
i.none case would be
, -, ,,
and in the other case it’”would’be ,.. .,..
0.077 = 0.69.
‘2 = 0.111
AS a imatter of fact the requisite motion can also be imparted in
1,
i’
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case I with much less power
.
.asto, el,iqinatethe useless
,.
. ..
point P2. In other words,
by reducing the angle of attack so
surplus,lift and thus work at the
we “donot inaintain the angle of a,t-
tack a, but the lift coefficient Ca. The power coefficients
are then
Cll ==0.128
for the first arrangement and
ct2 = 0.115
for the second arrangement. The resulting efficiencies are ac-
cordingly
~1=
0.083
0.128 =.0.65 and qz= ~~~ = 0.66.l
The efficiencies have now become nearly identical. This method
of comparing the conditions for equal Ca is generally quite
satisfactory, but must be based on the assumption that the requi-
site variation in the angle of attack does not exert any unusual
influence on the drag ratios. This, for inst~nce, fai].sto hold
true in the vicinity of the ‘[burblepointll (point o’fseparation)
Ca max” In this case the above method may lead to quite contra-
dictory conclusions. Such an example is plotted in Figure 7
(P4, Ps, p~). Let the working conditions of the wing be close “J,ln
the “burble pointll (p~, a,,,
comparatively high valm.e~
under the influence of the
= l@) its drag already having a
An increase in lift will resulli (P5)
propeller, if the angle of attack re-
mains constaiit. If this increase is eliminated by reducing the ‘
?m-gleof attack (p=), the reduction in the angle of attack is .
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connected. with a disproportionate. decrease in drag and a corres-
p%ndingly ’lomer propeller eff-iciency is required. Hence, the
introduction of the distance P4 PG , as the useful thrust for
the calculation of the useful work, is obviously excessive, since
the true drag is considerably reduced by the decrease in the
angle of attack. The drag coefficient and the engine-power coef-
ficient actually obtained in our example are Cw = 0.24 and
c~ = 0.29, respectively, the “apparent efficiency being conse-
quently
This value is obviously much too high and leads to a wrong esti–
mation of the propeller. For higher values of the angle of at-
tack, cases may even be imagined in which the efficiency, thus
determined, exceeds unity. In addition to this difficulty, it
should also be noted that no real efficiency can be obtained un-
der working conditions beyond P= , since these Ca values are
never reached by a wing without the propeller, a comparison for
a constant Ca thus becoming impossible. On the other hcand
these working conditions are of great practical importance. Thus\
for the take-off, an increase in the maximum Ca is a very val-
uable contribution Of the propeller and it would be highly desir-
able to find a reas’o~abl”e’definition’of ‘the propeller efficiency
for these working conditions.
The whole question is to find a suitable mears of determin-
.~.A.d:A. Technic&l Memorandum IJo.481
ing the lift variation caused by the propeller, i.e. ,
for,converting it into a dr,agvc~iwtion. In the last,..–. ,,.,-. ,,._
scribed, this conversion was effected by compensating
16
a method
method de-
the lift
variation by a
drag variation
variation. Of
change in the .a,ngleof attack, the corresponding
being introduced as a compensation of the lift
course any number of more or less practical meth–
.
ods for the conversion of the lift variation into a drag v.uiation
may be suggested, but they are all arbitrary to a certain degree,
and there is danger of using too many methods
? thus making comp-
arisons impossible, One of these methods (perhaps the most sat-
isfactory) is given below as an example.
The difficulties encountered in the Iast-nwfiedmethod are
chiefly due to the disproportionately great increase in drag in
the vicinity of ‘Ca max” These difficulties might be avoidod by
eliminating the profile dr~.gin c-onversion calculations and using
the variation in the induced drag only.
that .a.nincrease in lift from Cal to
nied by an increase of
Acwi = ca~2 - Ca$a
TT
in the induced drag, F being the wing
It cnn then be clairiled
ca~ is noraally ZI,CCOLIpa.-
area and b the span.
Thus, when the propeller produces an increase in lift from ca~
.,,
,,,,,.,
to c=, it can be credited with & incr”ease in wing drag of
A cwi, and hence the propeller thrust, increased by AcVri,
can ‘oeiiltroduced in the calculation of the useful energy. In
.,,,-,., , . ,, .— . ..——...—-
—*
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Figure 8 OUT wing diagram is again represented with the propeller
...,
.-.
influence, as in Figure 3,” we have ‘also-plotted the pol~ of the
induced drag
(During the tests the value of $ was 1/4.5. ) Let US st~~t
b
anew from the point PI and tow the wing with propeller at a
constant ,angle.of attack (point Pa). The value adopted for the
thrust would be Cw = Pz P1 if the lift were not estimated. .
However, on estimating the lift increment in the manner last de-
scribed, we shall adopt the value Cw + Acwi for the thrust.
It follows fror.~the present example that cw = 0.083, Ca% = 0.8~
and ca,z= 0.95, whence
AcVJi = 0“952 - 0“872 = 0.010,
n 4.5
and C1,J+ Act7i = 0.093. On the
power for point Pz is given by
q
= 0.093
0.145
or approximately the same as the
method. On starting from point
other hand, since tilerequisite
the power coefficient CT = 0.145,
= 0.64,
result obtained by the last
PA (Fig. 9, a = 18°~ Ca= 1.42),
where the difficulties of the last method were actually e~eri–
., .,
,,,, .
.,
enced, the working point P5
,...,
with ca = 1.79 is obtained. At
the point PA, Cw = 0.24, A Cwi becones 0.08, and the power
coefficieilt at the point P~ is Cz =“0.46. Hence the resulting
4’
.— —
—
..
.,.
I?.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No.
efficiency is
-,. , ,,,.,.
+ ‘Acwi -=
q Cw= cl
481
0.32
0.46 =“0.”70:
18
This aethod meets clostof the practical requirements. However,
there nay be cases in which even this method would fail. This
happens aluays when the airplane drag is considerably increased
or especially reduced under the influence of the propeller. This
quite agrees with the previously discussed cases of vehicles
without lift, except that the phenomenon is nore frequent and
more pronounced for wings, especially near the point of maximum
lift.
As already mentioned, the conversion of the lift increment
into a drag reduction is rather arbitrary. Under certain condi-
tions the lift increment may be i:luchmore important than can be
expressed by such a computation. The increase in the maxirnucl
lift is very inportant during a take-off. If such conditions
are to be taken into consideration, the drag reduction and the
lift increnent must be determined separately. A simple means of
achieving this result is shown in Figures 3 and 4. However, if
it is desired to retain the efficiency idea, which offers such
great advantages for judging the value of any arrangement, it is
still possible to do so with a certain extension of this idea.
Of course the simplicity of the ordinary efficiency idea would
thus be ‘greatly impaired, since instead of being represented by a
single expression, the economical value of any arrangement would
..
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have to be ‘represented by two expressions, one for the drag re-
d“uction’’and‘onefor the lift increment .- -The.scalar would thus be
replaced by a.vector. This
ample.
Point PI (Fig. 5) is
is illustrated by the following’ex-
again chosen as the starting point,
and point Pz is reached by the action of the propeller. The
magnitude arnddirection of the force exerted by”the propeller is
represeilted by the distance PI P2 . This force is resolved into
the drag reduction PI pa = ACJV and the lift increment
P3 Pa = Aca. The power required for this purpose is given by
the power coefficient cl = 0.145. If the lift did not increase
and if the propeller did not engender losses (with an efficiency
1) this power ~=~ouldresult in a reduction of the drag PI PI = cz
(Fig. 10). By comparing the actual drag reduction CLadthe lift
incre:meiltl<Jiththis theoretical drag reduction, we obtain a gener-
alized efficiency
This generalized efficiency can be represented graphically by
confori~lalincrease or reduction of the’figure determined by the
points PI , pa , p~ , p! until PI P~ becomes equal to unity
(Fig. 11). The vectorial efficiency is then represented ‘by PI P2.
If th’isschewe is carried through for each po”intof Fig. 3, and .
if the points pertaining to the same angles Of attack on the oh-e
hand ad those pertaining to equal c1 values on the other hand
.. . . . . ... .-
.-..-..
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are connected, Figure 12 is obtained. This diagram represents
the efficiencies thus determined for all working conditions. As
in the polar diagrams, in which Cw is plotted at a scale five
times that of the the sc@.e of A Cwcap in this case is also
~
five times that of Aca. Except for the largest angles of attack
Cz
these efficiencies are nearly alike. On following the
a constant angle of attack, the efficiency is found to
maximum value between cl = 0.15 (for large angles of
curves for
reach a
attack) and
c1 = 0.2 (for small angles of attack). This is probably attrib-
utable to the propeller, since, on changing the angle of attack,
the ‘maximumvalue is only very slightly changed.
The adoption of such a generalized efficiency conception is
not very probable, since its most valuable characteristic, that
of evident simplicity, is thus somewhat impaired.
Summary
Mention is made of the difficulties encountered in defining
propeller efficiency when the propeller is affected by mutual in-
terference with a vehicle and especially with a wing.. Different
ways of overcoming these difficulties to some degree, at least
for practical requirements, are indicated, but none of these
ways is found to be entirely satisfactory.
.
Translation by
W. L. Koporindd,
Paris Office,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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